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 Nos. 80-8LJ MAN; (Sept., 1916.
 ear-pendants are composed of nine and eight single-fang teeth, each tooth having
 a hole bored through the fang. The two lower pendants are each composed of four
 imitation incisor teeth cut from the central whorl of some large shell. 'Tbe necklace
 is composed of twenty-three singie-fanged teeth and two douible-fanged. No locality
 is stated for any of the specimens.
 In the collection of Dr. J. Simcox is a necklace of upwards of ninety single-
 fanged huiman teeth, without the string, found with a skeleton at Purakanui Beach,
 near Dunedin. A similar necklace was found on the adjoining Kai-kai beach, and
 odd single specimens occur in several collections from that. neighbourhood. They
 are found also about Tasman Bay and other parts of New Zealaud.
 Imitation incisors in shell are not uncommon in the Otago district. There is a
 necklace of them in the White collection, figured in Hamilton's "Maori Art." The
 writer found four togetber at Purakanui and the same numiber together at Murdering
 Beach. They are also represented in the Lukin's collection from Tasman Bay.
 The writer found one at the Wellington Heads and another at the mouth of the
 Waingongoro stream, in South Taranaki.
 It would be interesting to map out the geographical distribution of necklaces of
 human teeth in the Pacific. I believe that where they occur in Polynesia they are
 an indication of Melanesian influence. It is significant that none have been recorded
 among the Mori-ori, who may be looked on as very pure, perhaps the purest,
 Polynesians. I believe that no examples are recorded from Easter Island.
 Shell teeth are confined to New Zealand, where they appear to be pretty generally
 distributed. In the south occur inmitation shell adzes about the same size as the teeth,
 which doubtless suggested the idea of the imitation adze. H. D. SKINNiER.
 Kordofan: Ethnography. Seligman.
 A Simple Form of Reaping Knife from Northern Kordofan, By Q
 Professor Seligman, M.D. U
 Among the simple agricultural tools used by the sedentary Arabs of Northern
 Kordofan is the knife
 -it can hardly be
 called a sickle-with
 which they reap the
 dura. Two specimens
 of this implement are
 shown in Fig. 1. Each
 consists of an 'iron
 blade, more or less
 razor-shaped, and hav-
 ing at right angles at
 each end a small tang
 (Fig. 2), which is thruist
 illto a wooden handle.
 The blades are said
 to be made by the
 Arabised descendants
 of the pre-Arab iron-
 working nuba, who
 still dwell on the hills
 which dot the plains
 of Northern IKordo'fan.
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